Sign My Shirt
*A product was provided.

Life is a series of memories. From birthdays to graduations to sports championships and class
reunions, we constantly strive to preserve the best moments of our lives. And at Sign My Shirt, we
couldn’t think of a better way to do this than with customized t-shirts. But we aren’t your ordinary tshirt company…

I first learned about Sign My Shirt a few months ago. I thought that it was a great way to get people to
get signatures. I instantly thought of my pre-teen and her friends! And then as they get older I could
see her and her friends making the shirts for parties, grad-night, sweet 16 and other fun life events!

At Sign My Shirt you can create your own design (add text, upload photos, or use our icons) and
invite friends and family members to Sign Now! Using their mouse, they can add signatures and
messages that will be printed just as they signed–in their own handwriting. It adds that personal touch
for a wonderfully memorable gift!
I decided to make a shirt for my brother in law, well my girls to make a shirt for their Nino! It was really
easy, I first created the shirt the girls wanted to give to their Nino. You then send out emails or ask
through Facebook for people to sign the shirt. It lets you know as each person signs too!

After everyone signs you place the signatures however you want on the shirt! If you have A LOT of
signatures you can make them really small, or larger on the shirt! We had only three signatures from
the girls so I made them larger on the shirt.

Once you are done just save the design and order! It took us about 10 days or so to receive our shirt!
I love how the shirt came out and it was pretty much identical to what I saw online! I was pleased with
that but I did expect for some kind of changes to the actual t-shirt but I did not find any!

Overall our experience was great, easy and a lot of fun! My kids had fun signing their name on a
special shirt for their Nino.
Learn more and get your own shirt started at www.signmyshirt.com.
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